
GALEON 325 GTO – Natante (New)

Shipyard and model: GALEON 325 GTO
Length hull:          9,93 mt – Length overall.: 9,99 mt
Beam hull:          3,28 mt  - Beam overall: 3,34 mt
Engines: 2 x Mercury 350XL Verado - gasoline
Power: 2 x 350 Hp (incl. Joystick + autopilot)
Fuel tank: 2 x 425 lt – Water tank: 120 lt
Load of people: 10  - Berths: 4
Cabin: 1 – Bathroom: 1
CE-category: B
Description: Vessel from the Polish shipyard Galeon: this 325 GTO features a 
sporty, revolutionary and innovative design. The cockpit is upholstered in SoftDeck
and has a special "Beach Mode" layout that allows the port side bulwark to be 
lowered to increase the space of the swim platform, where there is also an 
external shower. On the opposite side are the helm controls with pilot and co-
pilot seating and electric helm seat height adjustment. Spacious cockpit sofa with 
fold-down dining table and bar cabinet with electric grill, sink and refrigerator. To 
the left, thanks to the opening windshield, there is a side passage to the bow 
area, also with a dining table that can be converted into a sundeck and various 
seats. The interior floor is made of artificial wood and has numerous windows that 
allow natural light to enter. The salon consists of a dinette with fold-down table 
and cushion to turn it into two sleeping places, aft cabin with double bed and 
elegant separate bathroom compartment with sink, electric toilet and separate 
shower. 
Standard accessories:  
Onboard Equipment: Automatic Zipwake Trim with indicators, Boiler, Electric windlass, 10 kg 
anchor, galvanized chains, hydraulic/electronic steering, exhaust system with electric pump. 
Interior: shower in bathroom, aluminum blinds in bathroom, blackout blinds in bow window.  
Exterior: Mobile bar with sink, shower on aft swim platform, opening windshield
Electronics: RayMarine i40 depth sounder, battery charger, rudder angle indicator, stereo in 
salon - No. 4 speakers
Optional extra included: 2 x Mercury 350 XL Verado whites - Mercury joystick with 
Skyhook - autopilot - Wenge gray synthetic interior with matte finish - Sofrdeck
deck covering - windshield washer system at bow with fresh water - electric helm
seat height adjustment - electric grill and refrigerator outside - microwave oven.
Visible: Liguria
*prices exl. VAT - quotation of transport cost on request. Price list 2022– price list is intended as illustrative and 

doesn´t constitute a contract base, the shipyard reserves the right to change price list at any time.

Price: € 324.700,00 + Vat
Tel office: +39 0365 671007

Mobile +39 347 9102746 (italian)
Mobile +393473754735 (german/english/french)
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INCLUDED: 2 x Mercury 

350XL - Joystick and 

autopilot - windshield washer

system - electric grill -

refrigerator - microwave -

SoftDeck upholstery - Wenge

gray synthetic interior

READY FOR DELIVERY
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